
Headlights overhaul on a 15-Six 

The headlights of a Traction Avant are often the cause of trouble. They tend to fade or rust, and 
corroded contacts can reduce the yield of the lightbulbs themselves. In other words: headlights can 
cause considerable headache! Faded reflectors can be re-chromed, but if they are rusted there is 
no choice but to replace them. Original reflectors and glasses are becoming quite rare and 
expensive as a result. Replacements are available from a number of different sources. As often, 
their quality and finish will vary. 

Beyond any doubt, original headlamps are the prettiest on a Traction Avant. Different makes and 
types were fitted to the Traction during its long production life. The brands most found on Tractions 
are Cibié, Ducellier and Marchal. When searching for original stock replacements it is important to 
study the books and manuals to make sure that the new ones will match the car in terms of model 

and production year. It is equally important to make sure that the bulb fittings actually belong to the 
specific reflector model and type. As can be seen from the pictures, -as an example- there are two 
different bulb fittings for Cibié headlights: one for the 
189 mm and one for the 220 mm headlamps that 
were applied to many four- or six cylinder Tractions 
respectively. An incorrect combination of fitting and 
reflector will reduce the light output very 
considerably because the filament of the bulb will be 
outside the focal point of the reflector. There will be 
similar differences with other original headlights. 

Advantages of counterfeit 
Newly made replacement headlight units have the 
advantage of allowing the use of the more common 
P45T duplo lightbulbs as opposed to ones with the “French” BA21D sockets. The second advantage of 
replacements is that the position lights will be fitted in front of rather than behind the reflectors -like 
in the old days. That improves their visibility quite considerably which is an important safety aspect. 
The only give-in will be that the small red monitors on top of the lamp units will no longer glow -but I 
consider this an acceptable sacrifice. Replacement headlight units are sold for both the 4-cylinder 
and -in a smaller variety- for the 6-cylinder Traction. 4-cylinder owners will be able to choose 
between Cibié and Marchal remakes in a number of different types (depending on the model-year of 
the car). For the 6-cylinder, until recently only counterfeit Cibié TP 348 units were available. The 
latter were very costly and particularly the front glasses were of a rather questionable quality. 

  

Left a fitting for a Cibié TP348 headlight (220 mm 
diameter), right a fitting for a Cibié TP 349 headlight  
(189 mm). Note the difference in hight. 

Original Cibié TP 348 headlight on a 15-Six – very pretty! Left a, original French BA21D duplo-lightbulb, right a 
modern P45T bulb. 



New Headlight units from Renel 
On my 15-Hydraulique I needed to replace one of the (counterfeit) 
headlight units because the reflector had developed rust. I still have a 
complete set of original Cibié TP 348 headlight units for this car on 
stock, but for the reasons mentioned above I was looking for somewhat 
more recent replacements. At the 2016 ICCCR in Holland I found that 
the well-known parts supplier Renel had replacement headlight units 

that were of a make and a quality 
yet unknown to me. They are 
sold in both a Cibié and a Marchal finish with front glasses 
that differ from the originals only in minor details. The 
interesting bit -at least for me- was that they sell in both a 4 
and a 6 cylinder version. At 85 Euro a piece prices seemed 
very reasonable (which of course excludes the cost of 
shipping). Equally interesting was that Renel also offered 
separate reflectors and chrome rims at 25 and 20 Euro 
respectively. Separate front glasses are not in their catalogue, 
but I am quite sure they would be available as well. 

Replacements for the 15-Six 
Because the prices were so reasonable I bought two complete “Marchal” units for the Six, as well as 
two separate reflectors and chrome rims, together with the necessary fittings and spring clips to 
mount the reflectors with the front glasses into the chrome rims. My aim was to try and combine my 
original Cibié TP348 front glasses with the new reflectors and chrome rims, thus creating a modern 
headlight unit with an original look. It wasn’t until I had a chance to carefully compare the various 
parts -new against original- that I found out how these new units are made to fit both on a 4 and a 6 
cylinder Traction. The reflectors are all the same, both for 4 and 6 cylinder, and for Cibié or Marchal.  
The difference in diameter 
is handled by using 
different chrome rims for 
the 4 and the 6 cylinder 
versions. The picture shows 
a comparison between an 
original and a counterfeit 
chrome rim. The outer 
diameter of the rims is 
identical, however the 
inner diameter is different 
to allow the slightly smaller 
glasses and reflectors to be 
used for the 6 cylinder version of the unit. Very clever! There will of course be a minor difference but 
I am quite sure that only the true expert will be notice this.  

Self-composed headlight units 
As mentioned, I had the necessary materials available to try and compose original looking headlights 
from old and new parts. Because of the difference in inner diameter, the new chrome rims could not 
be used, but a combination of original rims and front glasses with the new reflectors turned out to be 
very doable and actually quite easy. 

 

New Marchal AB TP 391  headlight unit 
supplied by Renel, suitable for a 15-Six. 

Rusty headlight reflector 

Left an original rim for a 15-Six, right a counterfeit. Right-hand rim will accommodate a 
new (4 cyl) headlight unit. Difference will be hardly noticeable. 



I used pieces of square rubber profile, the ends of which I glued together to create rings that would 
ensure a watertight fit between the front glass and the reflector. In addition I used some flexible 
(non-silicone!) sealant kit to bond the reflector and the glass. With the use of the new spring clips the 
units were easily attached to the chrome rims, ready to be fitted onto the car.  

Best of both Worlds 
As a result I now have new headlights that are as close as possible to the original, with the advantage 
of being able to use modern light bulbs, at a price of about 60 Euros each -including the light bulbs. 
The light-output is really phenomenal and it takes a very close look to notice that the reflectors inside 
the front glasses are slightly smaller. If it were for a post-war 4-cylinder Traction, I would not hesitate 
to fit complete counterfeit headlight units. They look so similar to the original that it would be 
unnecessary to go through the trouble of composing your own headlight units, but for a 15-Six there 
is a choice, provided of course that one has the necessary parts available. 

A few tips might be helpful: 
The shiny surface of the reflector must never be touched with your fingers. The residue of grease 
from the human body will eventually cause fading and even corrosion. Always were cotton gloves or 
use the plastic packaging foil as a protection when handling the reflectors. 

• It is useful to temporarily fit a light bulb in the opening when handling the reflector. That will 
avoid contact with your fingers and will also prevent dirt from falling into the unit while it is 
being prepared. 

 
Flexible sealant kit bonds reflector with front glass of a 
Cibié TP348 unit 

 
Spring clips and fitting added to headlight unit 

 
Rubber ring to ensure tight and flexible fitting 

 
Composed headlight unit on a 15-Six 



• Original front glasses should be thoroughly cleaned and rinsed with water and detergent. Minor 
faded spots and stains should be carefully polished away using an abrasive kitchen sponge (the 
glass is hard and will not be scratched too easily). 

• Thoroughly dry the glass and do not touch the inside before mounting the reflector onto it. 
• Use a felt marker to indicate the top of the reflector. This should be aligned with the top of the 

reflector and eventually with the top of the rim to ensure a properly adjusted light bundle. 
• Evenly distribute the five spring clips around the inside of the rim and allow sufficient room to 

allow the rim to fit over the top notch of the lamp housing.  

Conclusion 
A Traction Avant owner who insists on strict originality will have to pay a considerable price for his 
headlights (nowadays 300 Euros or more for one unit is no exception). For the Tractionist who is 
looking for an alternative at a more reasonable cost, Renel now offers good quality replacements at 
fair prices. They claim that their new headlight units are of a better quality than anything similar on 
the market today. Looking at the product, I am inclined to support them in this. 
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